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Abstract
This paper presents a region-aware modeling (RAM) method based on implicit
functions for three-dimensional (3D) geometric modeling of complex anatomical
structures. The proposed method consists of two major processes. In the
reconstruction process, regions composing the anatomical structure are
reconstructed from segmented medical images using an implicit surface
reconstruction approach, and the set of obtained implicit functions is organized in
a vector implicit function (VIF) structure. Then, a meshing process generates
quality surface (triangular) meshes and volumetric (tetrahedral) meshes from the
VIF structure. Experiments show that using a compact and consistent implicit
representation greatly reduces the computer memory requirement. The emphasis of
this method is placed on the precision, in terms of geometric quality and low
volumetric error necessary for engineering applications.
Keywords: 3D geometric modeling, Poisson surface reconstruction, Anatomical
structure, Vector implicit function, Multi-region tetrahedral mesh

1 Introduction
In the last time, medical imaging modalities such as computed tomography (CT),
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or X-ray radiographies are being extensively
used in different fields for generating computer models of natural objects including
their interior without invasive or destructive procedures. In biomedical engineering,
for instance, when an anatomical structure is going to be studied, a series of medical
images are generally taken through several parallel slices. These slices are then
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stacked in volumetric data and segmented into regions in order to build 3D models
of such structure. Although voxel models are considered to be the most accurate
representation of anatomical structures, such models lack geometrical
representation and the volume descriptions require large memory space [15].
Therefore, a method for reconstructing the geometry of the anatomical structure
from the voxel models is important. Currently, there are two techniques used to
generate geometric models from medical images [12]:
The first approach constructs the surface from a number of edge points extracted
of a series of parallel contours sequentially segmented from the medical images [9].
The points of the different layers are then connected to construct the triangulation
of the surface. However, the accuracy of the geometry model depends to a large
extent on the number of extracted edge points, which is a completely manual task,
and on the function used to adjust the curves to those points. The second approach
converts the voxel representation into a polygon mesh using the Marching Cubes
algorithm [11] (see Figure 1). However, this algorithm pose two inherent issues
related to the inaccuracies which arise from and are inherent to the data acquisition
process.

Figure 1: Mesh obtained by the Marching Cubes algorithm [24].
The first issue is the appearance of aliasing artifacts, also known as stair-stepped
artifacts (see Figure 1). As segmented data from medical images is, in general, huge,
jaggy, not properly ordered and noisy, the Marching cubes triangulation reflects
these defects, which is visually unappealing and unsuited for computer analysis
[10]. The second issue is related to the thousands or millions of polygonal
primitives needed to capture the details of high geometric complexity that generally
have anatomical structures. This makes a mesh simplification and a remeshing
procedures be usually needed in order to produce appropriate 3D geometric models.
Keeping in view the above issues, a method for 3D geometric modeling of
anatomical structures based on implicit functions and applying reverse engineering
concepts is developed. This region-aware modeling (RAM) method takes into
account all regions composing the anatomical structure and represents not only the
outer structure's geometry accurately, but also contain information of the inner
region interfaces. The emphasis of this method is placed on the precision, in terms
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of geometric quality and low volumetric error necessary for engineering
applications. This is done by approximating an implicit function to each region and
putting it in a vector of implicit functions from which the 3D computational model
is generated. This modeling method generates surface meshes and volumetric
meshes adapted to the requirements of visualization procedures and finite element
methods, which remains central to 3D computer modeling, analysis, and fabrication
of anatomical structures [3], [17], [1].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
proposed modeling method. Some practical examples are presented in Section 3.
Results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 some conclusions and future
scope to extend this work are given.

2 Materials and methods
The RAM method requires as input a medical image containing the set of regions
𝛺𝑖 : 0 < 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 with uniform material type composing the anatomical structure in
which label zero denotes the background. The medical image can have uniform
(isotropic) or non-uniform (anisotropic) spacing. Since a region filled with the
material i is denoted by 𝛺𝑖 , then
𝑛

Ω = ⋃ 𝛺𝑖

(1)

𝑖=1

From each homogeneous region 𝛺𝑖 a set of points P𝑖 = {p1𝑖 , p2𝑖 , … , p𝑚
𝑖 } is obtained
𝑚
1 2
along with their corresponding normals N𝑖 = {n𝑖 , n𝑖 , … , n𝑖 } and put into a point
set 𝐶𝑖 . Then an implicit surface from each 𝐶𝑖 is reconstructed by estimating the
indicator function 𝜒𝛺𝑖 . (see Subsubsection 2.1). Then, the set of implicit functions
𝑓𝑖 is organized in a vector implicit function (VIF) structure (see Subsubsection 2.2).
Once implicit surfaces are fitted to discrete point-sets and the vector implicit
function VIF is available, an unstructured surface mesh 𝑆𝑀 (see Subsubsection 2.3),
or an unstructured volumetric mesh 𝑉𝑀 (see Subsubsection 2.4) can be obtained for
each region of interest 𝛺𝑖 or for the whole anatomical structure (see Figure 3). In
this process an appropriate element size needs to be fitted on the boundary and
inside the implicit model [7], [16], [13] (see Section 4).
2.1 Surface reconstruction process
In [5] and [6] was shown that an implicit representation defined in terms of
indicator functions is a viable tool for solid modeling of heterogeneous objects
when segmented medical images are available. Based on the observation that
segmented data consists of one value for points inside the region 𝛺𝑖 and a second
value for points outside of it, the inward pointing normal field of the boundary of a
region 𝛺𝑖 can be interpreted as the gradient of the solid's indicator function 𝜒𝛺𝑖 .
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The function 𝜒𝛺𝑖 is often defined to have value 1 inside and value 0 outside the
model [4], i.e.
1 𝑖𝑓 p ∈ 𝛺𝑖
(2)
𝜒𝛺𝑖 (p) = {
0 𝑖𝑓 p ∉ 𝛺𝑖

(a) Oriented points

(b) Gradient of indicator
function ∇𝜒𝛺

(c) Indicator
function 𝜒𝛺

(d) Surface 𝜕Ω

P

Figure 2: Implicit surface reconstruction process using the Poisson surface
reconstruction method. Adapted from [8]
Solving a Poisson equation [8], the implicit function 𝑓(p) is obtained that
approximates the indicator function 𝜒𝛺𝑖 (p). The key idea of the Poisson
reconstruction, illustrated in two dimensions in the Figure 2, is that there is an
integral relationship between the oriented points P sampled on the surface of an
object Ω (see Figure2a) and the indicator function 𝜒𝛺 of that object. Specifically,
the gradient of the function ∇𝜒𝛺 (see Figure 2b) is a vector field W that is zero
almost everywhere (since the indicator function is constant almost everywhere),
except in points close to the surface, where it points inwards in the direction from
the normal to the surface.
(3)
∇𝜒𝛺 = W
However, the explicit calculation of the gradient field ∇𝜒𝛺 would result in a vector
field W with unbounded values in the boundary of the surface because the indicator
function 𝜒𝛺 is a constant piece-wise function. To avoid this, a convolution is made
between the indicator function 𝜒𝛺 and a smoothing filter 𝜓 and thus consider the
gradient field of the smoothed function.
(4)
∇(𝜒𝛺 ∗ ψ) = (W ∗ ψ)
∇𝜒̃𝛺 = V

(5)

To find a solution in terms of least squares, that is min𝜒 ∥ ∇𝜒̃𝛺 − V ∥, the
divergence operator ∇ is applied on both sides of the equation (5)
∇ ⋅ ∇𝜒̃𝛺 = ∇ ⋅ V

(6)

𝜒̃𝛺 = ∇ ⋅ V

(7)
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Therefore, the oriented points P can be seen as samples of the gradient of the object's
indicator function ∇𝜒𝛺 . Kazhdan [8] showed that the isosurface induced by the
indicator function (see Figure 2c) defines the reconstructed surface 𝜕Ω (see Figure
2d).
2.2 Vector implicit function
Let 𝜒 = {𝜒𝛺𝑖 : 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛} be a set of characteristics functions in a given domain
Ω ∈ ℝ3 . 𝜒 is said to be a partition of an anatomical structure, if for each p ∈ Ω, then
𝑛

∑ 𝜒𝛺𝑖 (p) = 1

(8)

𝑖=1

Following the idea of [14] the concept of partition of an anatomical structure can
be best described with a vector implicit function (VIF) F and a vector indicator
function 𝜒(𝐹) corresponding to F:
(9)
𝜒(𝐹) = [𝜒1 (𝐹), 𝜒2 (𝐹), … 𝜒𝑛 (𝐹)]
Here, the vector indicator function 𝜒(𝐹) for each implicit function has a value of
only 1 or 0. The derivative of the vector indicator function can be seen as the inward
normal derivative at the boundary of the domain given by the positive half-line.
Thus, regions 𝛺𝑖 (𝑖 = 1,2, … 𝑛) can be defined in the design domain D (including
the background) by the vector indicator function 𝜒(𝐹) such that
(10)
𝛺𝑖 = {p: 𝜒(𝐹(p)) = 1, p ∈ 𝐷}
In Figure 3 the domain geometry is described by the VIF 𝐹(𝑝) =
[𝑓1(p), 𝑓2(p), 𝑓3(p)], where 𝑓1(p) represents the liver, 𝑓2(p) and 𝑓3(p)
represent tumors (1 and 2) respectively.
2.3 Surface meshing
For an implicit surface given as indicator function 𝜒𝛺 in ℝ3 , a mesh
approximation 𝑆𝑀 of the isosurface can be generated using the Marching Cubes
algorithm [11] by chosen an appropriated isovalue v. In this case, the isovalue may
be set to the average of the reconstructed indicator function 𝜒𝛺 at sample positions,
weighted by the sample's area. However, instead of using the Marching Cubes
algorithm, a set of sample points on the implicit surface are computed, and an
interpolating surface mesh𝑆𝑀 from the 3D triangulation of these sample points is
extracted.
The resulting mesh is adapted to physical and geometric features of computational
tasks, i.e., the surface mesh contains only quality triangles, with uniform sized
triangles or triangles with size adapted the curvature, i.e., few triangles where the
surface is _at, and many triangles where the surface has high curvatures (see Figure
3b). It can be seen that the staircase effect appearing in the segmentation (see Figure
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3a) has been removed and instead of it, the model is shown with a smooth closed
surface.

(a) Segmentation of three regions for modeling
an anatomical structure composed of a liver with
two embedded tumors.

(c) A cross section of a volumetric mesh
with same cell size for all regions.

(b) Surface mesh fitting the implicit
surface of the liver with a triangle size
adapted to the curvature.

(d) A cut of a volumetric mesh with
different cell size for each region.

Figure 3: Meshing process of an anatomical structure with two embedded regions.
2.3 Volume meshing
Let us assume that an attribute 𝐴(Ω) is defined everywhere in the domain D and
an arbitrary value 𝐴𝑖 = 𝐴(𝛺𝑖 ) is interpreted as the desired mesh element size at a
point p𝑘 of the region 𝛺𝑖 . Geometry of the region is specified by the implicit
function put in the VIF. Then, a value of the function describing the region 𝛺𝑖 at a
point p𝑘 can be used as a measure of the closest distance from p𝑘 to the region 𝛺𝑖 ,
𝑑(p𝑘) = 𝑑(𝐹(p𝑘)). The element size attribute 𝐴𝑖 generated by the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ region is
defined such that:
𝐴𝑖 (p𝑘) = {

ℎmin
𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝑖 (p𝑘) ≤ 0
min(ℎmax , (𝐹𝑖 (p𝑘) ∗ (𝑐𝑖 − 1) + ℎmin )/𝑐𝑖 ) 𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝑖 (p𝑘) > 0

(11)
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This formula provides the geometrical progression law of the element size increase.
Here ℎmin and ℎmax are the minimal and maximal admissible sizes of the elements
and 𝑐𝑖 is the coefficient of the progression 𝑐𝑖 ≥ 𝑙, 𝐹𝑖 (p𝑘) is the functional description
of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ region (see Figure 3d).

3 Some practical examples
All results presented in this paper were performed on a single cross-platform
application written in the C++ programming language and implemented on a PC
with a 3.90GHz Pentium-i7 CPU, 8 GB of main memory.
3.1 Example 1: Anatomical structures with no embedded regions
Many anatomical structures are composed of regions that only touch each other.
As there is no intersection between regions, there are no topological or geometrical
modifications of regions.

(a) Two-region knee model.

(b) Five-region knee model.

(c) Vertical cut of Figure 4b.

Figure 4: Modeling of a knee composed of five regions.
The modeling process then consists of an assembly of the different regions within
the desired configuration. For this, the implicit functions that represent the regions
that conform the anatomical structure to be modeled are within the vector of implicit
functions F. Figure 4 shows the modeling of a knee composed of a femur, a tibia, a
femoral cartilage and two tibial cartilage (medial and lateral). Figure 4a shows only
two regions: the femur and the tibia, while in Figure 4b can be seen the addition of
three cartilages. Figure 4c shows a vertical cut of the 3D mesh shown in Figure 4b.
3.2 Example 2: Anatomical structures with embedded regions
Anatomical structures composed of nested (embedded) regions cannot be
modeled following an assembly strategy. In the modeling process there may be
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modifications in the topology and geometry of both regions and anatomical
structures because different regions may intersect each other.

(a) Meninges that
encloses the brain.

(b) Brain model containing
meninges and white mater.

(c) Brain model containing meninges,
gray mater (in red) and white mater.

Figure 5: Modeling an anatomical structure with embedded regions.
In this case, the overall surface geometry of the anatomical structure is the
geometry of the region that embeds other regions. Thus, the surface mesh of the
anatomical structure shown in Figure 3a is the same surface mesh of the liver that
is shown in Figure 3b. The same happens with the anatomical structure of a brain
shown in Figure 5. The surface mesh of the structures is the same surface of the
meninges (see Figure 5a) which encloses the gray mater and the white mater.

(b) Transversal cut of the surface mesh.

(a) Volumetric mesh.

(c) Transversal cut of Figure 6a.

Figure 6: Composite anatomical structure with 5 regions, two of them embedded
inside liver.
An important aspect of the RAM method is the possibility of generating
volumetric meshes of structures whose regions do not occupy all the space, that is,
there may be empty spaces between regions that will not be meshed, as shown in
Figure 5b in contrast with Figure 5c where regions occupy all the space inside the
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anatomical structure. This is possible because the parameterization of the meshing
process is controlled by the vector of implicit functions.
3.3 Example 2: Composite anatomical structure
In this experiment, a more complex anatomical structure is obtained combining a
multi-region anatomical structure with embedded regions. This is motivated to
demonstrate the same ability in generating 3D geometric models from more
complicated structures specially those containing tubular structures such as the
venous system and the artery (see Figure 6). Figure 6a depicts the volumetric mesh
of the anatomical structure whereas a transversal cut of both the surface mesh and
the volumetric mesh is shown in Figure 6b and Figure 6c respectively.

4 Results and discussion
In Table 1 are listed the computation time related to the implicit surface
reconstruction, surface meshing, and volume meshing involved in the modeling of
different anatomical structures. The time for reconstructing the implicit surface
depends directly on the number of points obtained from medical images and on the
geometry complexity of regions to be modeled. The complexity affects also the
surface and volume meshing process because it has to determine whether the
generated mesh has good cell quality. Although the volume meshing process takes
most of the time needed in the modeling of anatomical structures, compared with
the algorithm developed for meshing interfaces of multi-label data with Delaunay
refinement [2], the RAM method is faster.
Table 1: Computation time (in seconds) for all processes involved in the RAM
method.
Anatomical
Number
Implicit
Surface
Volume
structure
of
reconstruction
meshing
meshing
regions
liver Model
3
18.9
8.6
27.2
knee Model
5
33.6
13.8
34
brain Model
2
45.1
13.8
309.7
complex Model
5
33.5
20.9
97.6
Tables 2 and 3 show statistics of the generated surface (triangular) and volumetric
(tetrahedral) meshes, respectively. The choice of the meshing algorithm and its
input parameters for generating both surface meshes and volume meshes from the
implicit representation makes a difference. In the RAM method three input
parameters control the surface meshing process, and five parameters the volume
meshing process. In all experiments the parameter values for surface meshing were
set up to: Minimum triangle angle = 30 degrees, Maximo triangle size = 25,
Approximation error = 0.35; and for volume meshing: Minimum facet angle = 30,
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size of surface facets = 6, approximation error of boundary and subdivision surfaces
= 0.2, cell radius edge = 2, Maximum cell size = 6.
Table 2: Statistics for surface mesh generation using the RAM method.
Anatomical
structure
liver Model
knee Model
brain Model
complex
Model

Points
256140
516776
715540
407800

Base mesh
Triangles
(faces)
512256
1033428
1431720
814874

Surface
area
114537
57633
519037
182870

Points
18502
25458
130081
52920

Surface mesh
Triangles Surface
(faces)
area
37148
99590
51100
31640
263190
364042
106368
178178

In Table 2 are listed some statistics including number of points, number of faces
(triangles), and surface area in mm2, of both the base mesh, generated directly from
medical images using the Marching Cubes algorithm [11], and the surface mesh
obtained with the RAM method. For instance, the base mesh of the liverModel1 is
shown in Figure 1 while the surface mesh obtained with the RAM method is shown
in Figure 3b.
Table 3: Statistics for volumetric mesh generation using the RAM method
Anatomical
structure
liver Model
knee Model
brain Model
complex Model

Volume of
base mesh
1581133
253081
910218
1713254

Volumetric mesh
Points
Cells
Volume
41280
177537
1488180
23616
97124
249998
353437
1185258
896946
101372
461155
1604510

In Table 3 are listed some statistics related to volume mesh generation process
that includes number of regions, number of points, number of cells (tetrahedrons),
an volume in mm3 of both the base mesh and the volumetric mesh obtained using
the RAM method. As for the surface preservation, the volume preservation depends
on the number of points used to represent the anatomical structure, that is, how the
higher space reduction is, less volume preservation is.

5 Conclusions and future work
This paper presented the RAM method, an efficient and semi-automatic method
to generate triangular and tetrahedral meshes for modeling anatomical structures
with high-quality cell shape at different resolutions. Indeed, all examples presented
in this paper do not create a single degenerate triangle or tetrahedron. The
computation is very efficient due to the implicit-based representation. Hence,
computational time depends on surface complexity rather than medical image size.
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Moreover, the geometric approximation error can be user-controlled and bounded.
The RAM method has been applied to four complicated anatomical structures
demonstrating that diverse decompositions can be possible for the same anatomical
structure depending of different possible segmentations. This flexibility introduces
extra freedoms for representing anatomical structures with versatile decomposition
layouts. Experimental results have demonstrated that this approach has great
potentials for theoreticians and engineers working in shape modeling and its
application areas.
The present work can be further extended to be integrated in a simulation system
for simulating the behavior of anatomical and biological structures. Although
implicit models obtained with the RAM method can be used to generate meshes
adapted to requirements of finite element methods, the meshing process is time
consuming, and a mesh-free modeling method for simulation purposes is to be
proposed. Such a method will rely on the implicit representation presented in this
paper to satisfy all boundary conditions as accurately as desired.
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University of Bogotá Francisco José de Caldas under research project cod.
3307857717.
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